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a b s t r a c t
In the existing intra-domain routing mechanism, IP packets are transmitted along the shortest path,
which frequently leads to congestion of some key links or make some links in danger of congestion
(dangerous link). Multipath transmission mechanisms are often adopted to settle such problem, but
they have disadvantages such as extra packet field and lack of real-time response. In this paper, the
Congestion Avoidance transmission mechanism based on Two-Dimensional routing (CATD) is proposed.
When congestion is about to occur in a link, a congestion avoidance path (CA-Path) is constructed
based on two-dimensional forwarding to bypass part of the traffic of this link to other paths. We
also put forward the optimal scheme of CA-Path, which avoids redundant transmission and reduces
the deployment of two-dimensional entries. Furthermore, in order to minimize the number of twodimensional entries, we propose the selection rules of congestion avoidance flow (CA-Flow). The
congestion avoidance based on two-dimensional routing has four advantages that: it can divide all
the traffic more meticulously based on their sources and destinations, it avoids conflict with previous
one-dimensional forwarding, it brings no extra field in packet, and it will not lead to subsequent link
congestion because of the deployment of SDN (Software Defined Network) server. Based on actual
network and global typical topology, our experiments show that CATD realizes congestion avoidance
rapidly and enhances the bandwidth utilization of the whole network, and the CA-Path is shorter than
that of the other mechanism.
© 2019 Elsevier B.V. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction
Traditional intra-domain network routing usually implements
packet transmission along the shortest path. However, with the
enlargement of network scale, network link congestion frequently
occurs in the current strategy especially in key links. Multipath
transmission is the main approach to congestion avoidance, since
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nearly 75% links in network are available to offload some traffic
from the hot-spot links [1]. Whereas, there are still some drawbacks in multipath mechanism, such as the label encapsulation
costs of MPLS (Multi-Protocol Label Switching) [2] and redundant
storage for back-up paths.
This paper proposes Congestion Avoidance transmission
mechanism based on Two-Dimensional forwarding (CATD), which
transmits some of the traffic in dangerous link to other paths.
In the existing network, each node counts its link bandwidth
per interface and reports it to the SDN [3,4] server. In CATD,
when the link load is more than one specific threshold (set
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by the administrator), this link will be recognized as dangerous and may cause congestion. Then the upstream node of the
link constructs a congestion avoidance path (CA-Path) based on
two-dimensional forwarding to bypass part of the traffic on the
link. Furthermore, the optimal scheme of CA-Path is given to
eliminate redundant forwarding and decrease the storage of twodimensional forwarding entries. Two-dimensional routing marks
the routing items with the source and destination addresses,
which enables the router to provide different transmission paths
for packets going to the same destination address according to
different source addresses. CATD implements congestion avoidance based on two-dimensional routing, which has three main
advantages: (1) it subdivides traffic in detail and controls flows in
dangerous link accurately; (2) since two-dimensional entry is different from previous entry, the later deployment for congestion
avoidance will not conflict with preceding forwarding; (3) the
direct employment of two-dimensional entry reduces the change
to existing protocol and forwarding packet. According to the
mechanism above, this paper further proposes a strategy to select
congestion avoidance flow, which mainly chooses the collection
of flow that not only satisfies the demand of bandwidth reduction
but also minimizes the calculation burden of CA-Path for every
flow. From the experiments based on real network and global
typical topology, we conclude that CATD has four advantages:
(1) because of the optimized algorithm, CATD realizes congestion
avoidance rapidly; (2) CATD makes full use of the other links so as
to enhance the bandwidth utilization of the whole network; (3)
the constructed CA-Path is obviously shorter than the path of the
other mechanism; (4) the calculation of CA-Path employs those
links which will not be dangerous or congested after bypassing
so CATD will not lead to more congestion.
This paper has four main contributions:
(1) CATD mechanism constructs CA-Path which effectively
bypasses the traffic of dangerous link and avoids congestion, and
it keeps the forwarding continuous.
(2) The optimization of CA-Path based on two-dimensional
forwarding and the innovative consideration about the added
entries reduces redundant deployment of forwarding entries, promotes the efficiency of bypassing and improves the network
availability.
(3) CATD is carried out in the upstream node which detects
congestion danger, which means the mechanism is active even
when the congestion danger is short-lived.
(4) CATD subdivides forwarding by source and destination
node, increases the granularity of avoidance, and satisfies the
demand of traffic reduction.
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, we present
the related work and background. CATD mechanism including the
calculation and optimization of CA-Path is presented in Section 3.
Section 4 introduces the strategy to select congestion avoidance
flow. The performance evaluation is given in Section 5. Section 6
is the summary of the whole paper.
2. Related work
To solve the problem of frequent network congestion, researchers put forward different mechanisms to implement congestion avoidance or congestion control. Loop Free Alternates
mechanism (LFA) [5] is a fast failure protected congestion control
mechanism built on the network layer, and its core work is to
quickly respond to link or node failure by calculating the loop
free back-up path automatically. The advantage of LFA is that
its calculation process is conducted without any support from
other routers. Once the link failure occurs, the path can be immediately switched, which has no possibility of looping. However,
the protection coverage of LFA is greatly affected by the network

topology. For this problem, G. Retvari et al. [6,7] have extended
the research of LFA and presented the mechanism of increasing
the protection coverage of LFA. In their first paper [6], considering
the limitation of the formula used in LFA technology for the nexthop, they presented a mechanism to maximize the protection
coverage of LFA by optimizing IGP (Interior Gateway Protocol)
link cost. Moreover [7], they have used the greedy algorithm to
find the topology in which the loop-free next-hop must exist. And
they also put forward the strategy of adding 2–3 links in topology
to increase the protection coverage of LFA. But these methods rely
on pre-computing and path backups, which are inconvenient to
solve the problem of unpredictable congestion. An active failure
insensitive routing (FIR) method based on local rerouting has
been proposed [8], which uses interface-specific forwarding to
prepare for the occurrence of failure, suppresses the global announcement when failure occurs, and triggers backward routing
table to reroute. FIR also introduces the concept of critical links to
avoid forwarding back to the fault-prone links. Z. Zhong et al. [9]
have proposed a mechanism called failure inferencing based fast
rerouting (FIFR), which uses the forwarding table in each linecard to deal with the emergent failure, announces only when the
failure continues, and insures the high service availability without
changing the original forwarding paradigm.
The development of tunneling technology provides a new
means of congestion avoidance. IP fast reroute using Tunnels [10]
has been put forward, which can be carried out by triggering
the tunnel node near the congestion occurrence point. At the
same time, the selection of the tunnel endpoint is restricted to
avoid the occurrence of transmission loop. Optimized method
rLFA (Remote Loop Free Alternates) [11] is to solve the problem
that LFA cannot protect all the failed links, which backups multiple tunnel endpoints for link to implement congestion control.
Y. Yang et al. [12] have presented an IP fast reroute mechanism based on tunneling, called Fast Tunnel Selection (FTS). This
algorithm optimizes the computational process of the tunnel
endpoint and finds out the tunnel endpoint before the accomplishment of a full shortest path tree (SPT) calculation, effectively
reducing the calculation burden. L. Pan et al. [13,14] have optimized Tunnels and proposed Tunnel-AT. In Tunnel-AT, when
failure occurs, the failure-adjacent node will transmit the packet
using the node-failure backup paths or the link-failure backup
paths. Furthermore, the computational cost of this strategy is
lower than one full SPF (Shortest Path First) calculation because
it is based on incremental SPF algorithm and the concept of
Attaching Tree. However, congestion avoidance by tunneling will
add an extra field to the message, and the path calculated by
tunneling is only a simple detour path, which will repeat the
previous transmission path.
Conventional mechanisms usually bypass the flow to one specific destination to avoid the congestion of single link. However, if
the flow to a certain point is all shunted, on the one hand, it may
not realize the congestion avoidance, on the other hand, it may
make the link completely idle. If the flow can be subdivided, the
congestion avoidance can get higher granularity of bypassing. M.
Xu et al. [15,16] have defined and introduced two-dimensional
IP routing, and in order to solve the compatibility problem of
conventional route device, a new forwarding table structure was
designed, including simple Policy Routing Protocol. Because of the
difficulty of its compatibility, they have proposed the incremental
deployment design for two-dimensional IP routing in the later research. Two-dimensional routing which marks forwarding entry
by source and destination prefix enables the router to forward
packets to the same destination address along different paths
according to different source address, and provides theoretical
support for multipath transmission of congestion avoidance.
Multipath routing is an effective strategy to realize congestion
avoidance and load balance. Equal-cost multipaths (ECMP) [17]
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evenly distributes traffic into multiple equal cost paths, but these
paths are statically fixed and cannot react immediately to the network congestion state. To avoid the contention of bandwidth and
increase security, disjoint multipath is proposed. N. Taft-Plotkin
et al. [18] have proposed a mechanism of calculating the maximum disjoint path in advance, which is used to choose the path
statically. S. Nelakuditi et al. [19] have proposed the proportion
routing of widest disjoint path (WDP), and the traffic is proportional in multiple widest disjoint path. According to the proposed
proportion routing, traffic is distributed proportionally to several
better paths, rather than solely transmitted along the best path.
In order to increase the utilization of bandwidth, A. Gopalan
et al. [20] have put forward the algorithm which constructs three
independent spanning trees with random destination nodes as
root. In these three trees, paths from random node to the root are
disjoint. And the path selection of the packet is based on mod 3
calculation value of the destination port number. H. Su [21] has
proposed IP Local Fast-Reroute (IPLFRR). In this strategy, when
a node or a link fails, adjacent node will trigger local rerouting
and sends packet to the back-up next-hop. The back-up nexthop has been chosen in advance, and the transmission delay
can be limited to a few milliseconds. K. Xu et al. [22] have
proposed LBMP to achieve Internet traffic management using a
logarithm-barrier-based approach, which increases the multipath
utility by deploying logarithm barriers at the constraint boundary.
However, these multipath transmission methods are still not realtime enough for congestion avoidance, and the response after
congestions or fails will inevitably cause transmission delay.
During the whole routing process, calculating and storing the
backup path will cause computing and storage burden, and larger
scale backup calculation will be carried out if we need to protect
all the links. Most congestion avoidance mechanisms use backup method to deal with congestion, which is undoubtedly costly.
Our mechanism performs local bypassing calculation before the
congestion occurs, and no path backup is required in CATD, so
CATD is a real-time mechanism.
3. Congestion avoidance strategy
Existing intra-domain routing usually uses the shortest path
to transmit packet, which sometimes leads to link congestion. For
example, in Fig. 1(a), the link cost is given, and three flows from
A, B and C are sent to node F through the link e(D, F ) (e(N1 , N2 )
expresses the directed link between the node N1 and the node
N2 ) result in e(D, F ) being congestion danger. We hope that part
of the traffic in dangerous link can reach the destination node
via suboptimal path, for example in Fig. 1(b) the blue flow (CD-F) avoids e(D, F ) and transmits along the suboptimal path as
C-D-E-F.
In this paper, a Congestion Avoidance transmission mechanism based on Two-Dimensional forwarding (CATD) is designed
to avoid single link congestion, to bypass some traffic in the
congestion dangerous link. In CATD, bandwidth threshold for link
is set to judge whether a link is in the danger of congestion,
and it is defined by the network administrator according to the
demand of the network. The demand for high link utilization
needs a high threshold, and the demand for safety corresponds
to a low threshold. The CATD is mainly designed for routers in
single autonomous domain, and based on the most usual intradomain routing protocol OSPF (Open Shortest Path First) [23].
What is more, this mechanism mainly deals with the network
congestion avoidance at single direction of single link. As for the
congestion of multi-links, it can be extended and realized on the
basis of CATD scheme, which belongs to our future research. In
some cases, directly bypassing some flows to other paths may
lead to more congestions in some links which have their own

3

Fig. 1. Example of congestion avoidance transmission. (For interpretation of the
references to color in this figure legend, the reader is referred to the web version
of this article.)

loads before or after the bypassing. This kind of link is in the
‘‘danger’’ of congestion as well. The SDN server learns all the
link states in one time period, which could help filter dangerous
link and use a safe topology (the topology which has filtered
out all the dangerous link and potential dangerous link) in the
calculation of bypassing path. This measure protects CATD from
leading more congestions in a certain extent, and reduces the
heavy load on the key links while making use of some other
free links. This process is good for the load balance of the whole
network. After that, if the congestion danger happens again, CATD
can be available as well. Without such congestion avoidance
mechanism, the whole network may become saturation after a
certain key link is overloaded. While with this mechanism, after
continuous load balancing, the entire network can carry more
traffic. For the long-term effects of the network, CATD improves
the bandwidth utilization of the whole network.
The starting node of the link can receive the exception directly,
so the avoidance process is triggered by the upstream node of the
dangerous link. In order to minimize the impact on other network
nodes, the computation of the Congestion Avoidance Path (CAPath) is implemented immediately in the upstream node with the
assistance of SDN server.
CATD solves the congestion problem by bypassing transmission which uses suboptimal path to transmit part of the traffic.
Multi-path routing is generally used to balance the traffic of the
whole network, while CATD is a dynamic adjustment method
when the link is ‘‘dangerous’’.
The CATD implements the congestion avoidance by twodimensional transmission, which divert the flow based on source
and destination address, therefore it is unnecessary to consider
the conflict between the CA-Path and raw one-dimensional path.
Nodes along the CA-Path will forward the Congestion Avoidance
Flow (CA-Flow) according to two-dimensional entries, and other
flows will be transmitted along their original shortest path. In
Fig. 1, though all flows are sent to the node F, the node D
forwards the blue flow (C-D-E-F) by two-dimensional routing,
at the same time the orange flow (A-D-F) and green flow (B-DF) remain their original one-dimensional transmission. Most of
the current congestion avoidance mechanisms directly switch the
path of some traffic to specific destinations, but our mechanism
can divide all the traffic more meticulously based on their sources
and destinations. Since flow is the operating unit of CATD, a detailed division of flow is also conducive to finding an appropriate
combination of flows for bypassing.
The notations used in this paper are summaried in Table 1.
3.1. Congestion avoidance path
Definition 1. Suppose that S and D are two edge routers in
intra-domain network, T _NS →D is the flow between directed node
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Table 1
Summary on notations.
Notation

Meaning

Nup

The upstream node of the dangerous link

Ndown

The downstream node of the dangerous link

S

The entrance point of a specific traffic in domain

D

The exit point of a specific traffic in domain

T _NS →D

The directed traffic from the node S to the node D

PATHformer

Ordered nodes in CA-Path before dangerous link

PATHlater

Ordered nodes in CA-Path after node Nup

S_Ndupl

Intersection of PATHformer and PATHlater

NDmodify

The node which modifies its next-hop after using CA-Path

S_NDmodify (S , D)

The collection of NDmodify for T _NS →D

T _P(PFX1 , PFX2 )

The flow from PFX1 to PFX2

S_PFX (P)

The collection of prefixes connected with router P

NUMT _P(S ,D)

The number of flows based on prefixes between node S and D

N_TDS →D

The total number of added entries for T _NS →D

Brealtime

The real-time bandwidth

Bthreshold1

The warning bandwidth threshold

Bthreshold2

The acceptable bandwidth threshold

Breduce

The total reduced bandwidth

τi
sΓ

One flow passing the dangerous link
The collection of congestion avoidance flow

pair⟨S , D⟩, S is the source of the flow T _NS →D , and D is the
destination of T _NS →D .
It is necessary to explain the difference between ‘‘traffic’’ and
‘‘flow’’. ‘‘Traffic’’ abstractly denotes the message not specific to
its source and destination, whereas, ‘‘flow’’ means the specific
message which has certain source node and destination node.
In the routing algorithm of OSPF, flow with the same source
and destination is usually transmitted along the same path. Apparently, every calculation of CA-Path will introduce calculation
load to the trigger node. Therefore, in order to decrease the number of CA-Path and distinguish the flows meticulously, this paper
implements the congestion avoidance based on flow (T _NS →D ),
which means the bypassing is aimed at flow with the node pair
of same source and destination, but not solely aimed at traffic to
specific destination node.
The bypassing processes of CATD are as follows. Suppose
e(Nup , Ndown ) is a directed congestion dangerous link, T _NS →D
is the selected flow which always passes the link e, and CATD
will bypass T _NS →D to another path which does not include e.
Suppose the raw path along which T _NS →D is transmitted before
the congestion occurs:
S , N1 , N2 , . . . , Ni , Nup , Ndown , Ni+1 , Ni+2 , . . . , Nk , D
For CATD mechanism, Nup is the trigger to calculate the CAPath, Nup will calculate its shortest path to the node D based on
the safe topology (provided by the SDN server), from which the
dangerous link and all the links tending to be dangerous are taken
away:
Nup , Ni′+1 , Ni′+2 , . . . , Ni′+j , D
The CA-Path of T _NS →D is:
S , N1 , N2 , . . . , Ni , Nup , Ni′+1 , Ni′+2 , . . . , Ni′+j , D
3.2. Optimized CA-path
Apparently, the later calculation of SPF is different from the
original one because the network topology has changed (not
including the dangerous link), so the forwarding loop may appear
in the CA-path. In the described ‘‘loop’’, the later path after Nup
may transmit the packet to a node which has been used before,

and maybe there are multiple nodes which are used twice in the
whole transmitting path. The transmission of Congestion Avoidance Flow (CA-Flow) is based on two-dimensional transmission,
therefore it may seem to be a ‘‘LOOP’’ (repeated node in CAPath), which will not lead to a real infinite loop transmission,
but it will still add redundant nodes into CA-Path and introduce
redundant storage of routing item. As a result, the CA-Path should
be optimized by removing extra nodes to increase the efficiency
of deployment and transmission. Repeated nodes need to be
found in these two collections:
(1) the ordered nodes collection in the CA-Path before the
node Nup , and N0 is the source node S;
PATHformer = {N0 , N1 , N2 , . . . , Ni }
(2) the ordered nodes collection in the later path of the CAPath after the node Nup without the node D.
PATHlater = {Ni′+1 , Ni′+2 , . . . , Ni′+j }
Deduction 1: The intersection of two collections above is
expressed as:
S_Ndupl = PATHformer

⋂

PATHlater

And if: S_Ndupl ̸ = ∅, it indicates that there is a loop in the
CA-Path.
Transmission loop in the CA-Path means there are repeated
nodes in the path, therefore the final optimized CA-Path should
remove all redundant nodes to ensure that there exists no loop.
Suppose that:
′
PATHformer
= PATHformer − S_Ndupl
′
PATHlater
= PATHlater − S_Ndupl

Nk is the first repeated node in PATHformer , it should satisfy the
Formula (1).
k = min{f | Nf = Nl′ , Nf ∈ PATHformer ,
Nl′ ∈ PATHlater , 0 ≤ f ≤ i, i + 1 ≤ l ≤ i + j}

(1)
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Table 2
The Next-hop of each node in CA-Path.
The nodes in CA-Path
Next-hop for V

The final optimized CA-Path can be presented as the Formula
(2).

⎩ {PATH ′

former

′
, D}
, Nk , PATHlater

PATHformer

⋂

PATHlater = ∅

PATHformer

⋂

PATHlater ̸ = ∅
(2)

As shown in Fig. 2, when link e(A, B) is about to congest,
for flow T _NU →V , the CA-Path is {U, A, F, G, E, H, V} which is
calculated by node A. PATH⋂
former = {U}, PATHlater = {F, G, E, H},
PATHlater = ∅, and there is no loop
so the S_Ndupl = PATHformer
in CA-Path, and the path remains unchanged:

{U , A, F , G, E , H , V }
When link e(C , H) is about to congest, for flow T _NU →V , the
CA-Path is {U, A, B, C, B, A, F, G, E, H, V} which is calculated by
node C. PATHformer = {U, A, B}, PATHlater = {B, A, F, G, E, H}, at this
time:
S_Ndupl = PATHformer

⋂

A

F

G

E

H

V

A

B

A

F

H

V

–

CA-Path

A

F

G

E

H

V

–

to destination D, this node is called Routing Modified Node
(NDmodify ), and the collection of these nodes for T _NS →D is called
S_NDmodify (S , D), for example, the S_NDmodify (U , V ) is {A, F, G} in
Fig. 2.

Fig. 2. The optimized CA-path topological example.

⎧
⎨ {PATHformer , Nup , PATHlater , D}

U
Raw Path

PATHlater = {A, B} ̸ = ∅.

′

PATHformer = PATHformer − S_Ndupl = {U }
′
PATHlater
= PATHlaetr − S_Ndupl = {F , G, E , H }

Apparently, the first repeated node Nk is A, therefore the
optimized CA-Path is:
′
′
{PATHformer
, Nk , PATHlater
, D} = {U , A, F , G, E , H , V }

3.3. Two-dimensional forwarding entries of CA-path
For the specific flow T _NS →D , the original transmission paths
of some nodes in CA-Path are changed. In this paper, CATD
realizes different forwarding for different flows to the same destination by two-dimensional forwarding. The next hop of one
node to node V in the Raw Path depends on the shortest path
of this node to node V, and most of the original transmission
did not use the link e(G, E), because of its cost is 10. For example, there are two paths for F to V (F → G → E → H → V and
F → A → B → C → H → V ), but the cost of first path is more
than that of the second path, as the costs marked beside every
links, so in the Raw Path, the next hop of F to V is A. As for the
node E, the next hop of E is H because of the cost is far less than
the cost when the next hop is G. In Fig. 2, when link e(C , H) is
about to congest, node C will reroute the transmission path for
T _NU →V , and the CA-Path is: {U, A, F, G, E, H, V}. In this example,
there are three nodes (A, F, G) which change their next-hop to
the destination node V, as shown in Table 2. For example, the
one-dimensional forwarding next-hop to node V (Raw Path) of
node F is A but in CA-Path, for the flow T _NU →V , the next-hop of
node F is G.
Definition 2. For the flow T _NS →D , if there is one node in CAPath whose transmission path is different from its original path

Definition 3. Suppose PFX1 , PFX2 are two IP prefixes in the network (respectively connected with different edge router nodes),
T _P(PFX1 , PFX2 ) is the flow between these two prefixes.
Every AP router in the intra-domain network is connected
with at least one IP prefix. Although the best path between the
same source node and destination node in AS is identical, the final
forwarding table in the router is still deployed according to IP
prefix. It means that the number of IP prefixes between two edge
nodes will change the number of forwarding entries in the router
along the path.
Suppose that the collection of prefixes connected with router
P is S_PFX (P), therefore the prefix pair transmitted through
the node pair ⟨S , D⟩ is the Cartesian product of S_PFX (S) and
S_PFX (D). The number of all the flow based on prefixes between
edge node S and D can be presented as the Formula (3):
NUMT _P (S , D) =| S_PFX (S) | ∗ | S_PFX (D) |

(3)

In Fig. 2, router U connects with two IP subnets: 20.0.0.0/8
and 30.0.0.0/8. At the same time, router V connects with three
IP subnets: 40.0.0.0/8, 50.0.0.0/8 and 60.0.0.0/8. In that way, the
number of flows based on prefixes which are transmitted along
T _NU →V will be 2*3 = 6.
20.0.0.0/8 → 40.0.0.0/8

20.0.0.0/8 → 50.0.0.0/8

20.0.0.0/8 → 60.0.0.0/8

30.0.0.0/8 → 40.0.0.0/8

30.0.0.0/8 → 50.0.0.0/8

30.0.0.0/8 → 60.0.0.0/8

The congestion avoidance is implemented by two-dimensional
forwarding. If the flow T _NU →V which is based on nodes is
determined to construct CA-Path, the number of two-dimensional
forwarding entries added into each NDmodify equals to the number
of flows based on prefixes which are transmitted from U to V, that
is NUMT _P (U , V ).
As for the flow T _NS →D , the Definition 2 describes the collection of nodes in CA-Path which change their route: S_NDmodify
(S , D). Therefore, the total number of two-dimensional forwarding entries added in CA-Path will be presented as the Formula (4):
N_TDS →D =| S_NDmodify (S , D) | ∗NUMT _P (S , D)

(4)

In Fig. 2, the number of NDmodify in CA-Path for T _NU →V is 3,
so the N_TDU →V is 3*6 = 18.
3.4. The continuity of routing modified node
Considering the configuration of NDmodify in CA-Path, according
to the SPF algorithm, the shortest path of source node to destination node is bound to cover the paths of every node in this path
to the same destination node, then comes the deduction.
Deduction 2: For the flow T _NS →D , if a node P in CA-Path
whose next-hop has no difference from its original next-hop to
D, then every node after node P in CA-Path will not be a NDmodify .
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Deduction 2 can be simply described as: in the ordered node
collection of CA-Path, the Routing Modified Node always comes
continually.
According to the Deduction 2, the deployment of twodimensional forwarding entry can be further simplified. The upstream node of dangerous link calculates the number of NDmodify
and the number of N_TDS →D by Algorithm 1.
Algorithm 1: Calculation of N_TDS →D

1
2
3
4
5
6

7
8
9
10
11
12
13
14

Data: Topology, S , Nup , Ndown , D
Result: N_TDS →D
calculate and optimize the CA-Path for the T _NS →D ;
count = 0;
node = Nk ;
while node in CA-Path do
if node.nexthop!=ori_nexthop(node, D) then
//ori_nexthop(node, D) returns the next-hop of node
when D is the destination
count + +;
else
BREAK;
end
node + +;
end
N_TDS →D = count ∗ prefix(S) ∗ prefix(D);
RETURN N_TDS →D ;

3.5. The construction of CA-path
Each congestion avoidance flow T _NS →D has a CA-Path. Obviously, not every node in CA-Path needs to add forwarding
entry for T _NS →D . According to the Formula (2) and Algorithm
1, the nodes in CA-Path which need to add entry are several
continuous nodes starting from Nup or Nk . Suppose that the source
IP prefixes connected with T _NS →D (the IP prefixes connected
with S) is PFX _S1→snum , and the destination IP prefixes (the IP
prefixes connected with D) is PFX _D1→dnum .
The construction of CA-Path is triggered and calculated by
the upstream node of dangerous link Nup , implemented by the
SDN node of the area. And with the help of the SDN server, the
calculation of CA-Path will proceed on a safe topology which has
filtered out those links tending to be dangerous after bypassing.
So it is unnecessary to consider the extra congestion result from
CATD. To reduce the transmitting burden between the SDN server
and Nup , the filtering process eliminates links which will be dangerous after loading all the reduced bandwidth of bypassing. For
example, as shown in Fig. 3, the number on every link represents
the load of each link. Suppose that when the load of a link is more
than 80M, it will be recognized as dangerous, and the bypassing
process needs to make the load no more than 60M. In Fig. 3(a), the
link e(C , D) loads 80M which has been recognized as dangerous
link and needs to bypass some flows with the bandwidth of 20M.
For the other links in this topology, such as e(A, F ), e(H , D) and
e(B, I), they will be dangerous after loading 20M bandwidth. So
they need to be filtered in the calculation of CA-Path as shown in
Fig. 3(b).
The procedures are as follows:
Step 1, Nup calculates the CA-Path, which is the shortest path
from Nup to D in topology without link (Nup , Ndown ) and those links
which has been filtered.
Step 2, Nup optimizes the CA-Path and calculates the collection
of ordered nodes which are needed to add forwarding entry:
S _NDmodify (S , D) = {ND_M1 , ND_M2 , . . . , ND_Mm }
The order of nodes in the collection is the same as the order
of these in CA-Path.

Step 3, Nup sends the message (MSGTD ) about the twodimensional forwarding strategy to nodes in S_NDmodify (S , D). The
MSGTD includes: (1) source prefix; (2) destination prefix; (3)
next-hop. The sequence of announcement is the reversed order
of the collection (from ND_Mm to ND_M1 ), which insures the
validity of the transmission path. When ND_M1 transmits flow
by two-dimensional forwarding entry, subsequent path has been
constructed successfully.
Step 4, the nodes in S_NDmodify (S , D) add two-dimensional
forwarding entry according to received MSGTD : (PFX _S1→snum ,
PFX _D1→dnum , next − hop), and the total number of entries is:
snum ∗ dnum.
As shown in Fig. 2, when link e(A, B) is about to congest,
S_NDmodify (U , V ) = {A, F, G}, according to the IP prefixes connected with node U and V (PFX _U1→2 , PFX _V1→3 ), every node
needs to add 6 forwarding entries. Then the message MSGTD is
sent backwards to these three nodes as the order of G-F-A, and
the total number of entries added is 3 ∗ 6 = 18.
4. The selection of congestion avoidance flow
4.1. Basic selection rule of congestion avoidance flow
The CATD traffic control strategy for congestion avoidance sets
thresholds for key links, and makes part of its traffic bypass the
link when the load of the link exceeds the threshold. Suppose that
the bandwidth represents the size of all the traffic in question, for
example, the load bandwidth of specific link is the size of all the
flows it loads regardless of the kind of the flow. Suppose the link
warning bandwidth threshold is Bthreshold1 , the acceptable (safe)
bandwidth threshold is Bthreshold2 (Bthreshold1 ≻ Bthreshold2 ), the realtime bandwidth is Brealtime , and the adjusting flow bandwidth is
Breduce . Then the rule of congestion avoidance can be described
as: when the bandwidth of detected link satisfies Brealtime ≥
Bthreshold1 , then it is necessary to make part of the traffic with total
bandwidth of Breduce transmits along CA-Path, and Breduce satisfies
Brealtime - Breduce ≤ Bthreshold2 .
Suppose that the collection of all the flow (T _N) which passes
the dangerous link e(Nup , Ndown ) is Γ = {τ1 , τ2 , . . . τn }, and the
specific flow τi always passes the intra-domain network through
the same source router (Si ) and destination router (Di ). Moreover,
the source router and the destination router of two random flows
τi and τj cannot be identical, which can be described as (Si ̸=
Sj )∥ (Di ̸ = Dj ). Suppose the bandwidth used by flow τi is Bτ i ,
there must be a minimum subset sΓ of Γ whose total bandwidth satisfies the rule of congestion avoidance. The sΓ is called
Congestion Avoidance Flow Collection which satisfies the Formula
(5). Bypassing all the flow in one sΓ and transmitting them along
CA-Path will realize the target of congestion avoidance.

⎧
∑
⎨ sΓ = {τi | τi ∈ Γ ,
Bτi ≥ Brealtime − Bthreshold2 }
∑
⎩ ∀τj ∈ sΓ ,
Bτi − Bτj ≤ Brealtime − Bthreshold2

(5)

Apparently, there may be several sΓ which satisfy the demands above. Under this circumstance, the total two-dimensional
forwarding entries added in each collection should be considered
when selecting a proper sΓ . Suppose that τi is a flow in sΓ , the
source node and the destination node of τi is Si and Di , and every
τi has its CA-Path. According to the Formula (4), the number of
two-dimensional forwarding entries added in CA-Path of τi can
be presented as Formula(6).
N_TDτi = N_TDSi →Di =| S_NDmodify (Si , Di ) | ∗NUMT _P (Si , Di )

(6)

Therefore, the number of two-dimensional forwarding entries
added in the sΓ can be presented as the Formula (7):
N_TD(sΓ ) =

∑

N_TDτi , τi ∈ sΓ

(7)
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Fig. 3. Example of link filtering.
Table 3
Detailed data of Fig. 4.
T _N

Source/Destination

Bandwidth

CA-Path

S_NDmodify

NUMT _P

N_TDτ i

τ1
τ2
τ3
τ4
τ5

A/H
A/I
B/H
B/I
C/H

100 M
60 M
40 M
30 M
30 M

A-E-G-F-H
A-E-C-I
B-E-G-F-H
B-E-C-I
C-I-F-H

|{E,G}|=2
|{E}|=1
|{E,G}|=2
|{E}|=1
|{C}|=1

16
8
4
2
8

32
8
8
2
8

Table 4
Bypassing flow collection in Table 3.

Fig. 4. Example of CA-flow selection.

The sΓ with the least N_TD(sΓ ) will be selected to implement
congestion avoidance, because it has the minimal impact on
router storage. The description above of selection strategy can be
represented as the mathematical model in Formula (8), where the
Γ means the ordered collection of flows in the dangerous link,
and the xi is the flag value to express whether τi is chosen to be
bypassed, N_TDτi is the number of entries added in the CA-Path
of τi .
o.f . min

∑

xi · N_TDτi

(8)

sΓ

Bandwidth

N_TD(sΓ )

{τ1 }
{τ2 , τ3 }
{τ2 , τ4 , τ5 }
{τ3 , τ4 , τ5 }

100
100
120
100

32
16 (selected)
18
18

will be transmitted along CA-Path. After calculation of the sΓ ,
there are four sub-collections of Γ which satisfy the demand of
bypass and their N_TD(sΓ ) is shown in Table 4. It is obvious that
the collection ‘‘{τ2 , τ3 }’’ will be chosen to bypass the dangerous
link, because the number of entries that adds into will be the
least.
According to the selection strategy above, a proper collection
of CA-Flow is selected. Then the flows in this collection are going
to bypass the dangerous link and transmit along their CA-Path. In
order to make sure the paths of these flows can be successfully
switched, the two-dimensional forwarding entry should be deployed in NDmodify using Algorithm 2. The sequence of deployment
is as described in Section 3.5.
Algorithm 2: The Deployment of Two-Dimensional Entry

τi ∈Γ

s.t .

∑

xi · Bτi ≥ Breduce

∀Bτi ≥ 0
∀xi ∈ {0, 1}
For example, as shown in Fig. 4, the cost of each link in the
AS topology is given. There are 5 edge nodes: A, B, C, H, I, and
the number of subnets connected with each node is: 8, 2, 4, 2, 1.
The link e(E , F ) is going to congest, and it is necessary to bypass
part of the traffic with bandwidth of 100M. All the flow passing
the dangerous link based on nodes and its CA-Path are shown in
Table 3. |S_NDmodify | describes the nodes and the number of nodes
which need to add forwarding entry, NUM_TP is the number of
flows based on prefixes which are transmitted by this T _N, and
N_TDτ i is the number of forwarding entries added in this CA-Path.
According to the flow selection strategy in the Formula (5),
there are multiple flow collections which satisfy the demand of
congestion avoidance (suppose that the Breduce is not less than
100M). Then the collection with the least N_TD(sΓ ) will be selected to implement congestion avoidance and the flows within

M
M
M
M

1
2
3
4
5

6
7
8
9
10

Data: Topology, sΓ
Result: The Execution Result
for T _NS →D in sΓ do
for node = ND_Mm to ND_M1 do
for PFXi in S_PFX (S) do
for PFXj in S_PFX (D) do
Add the Two-Dimensional Forwarding Entry
in node: < PFXi , PFXj , node.nexthop >;
end
end
end
end
RETURN The Execution Result;

4.2. Aggregation calculation of CA-path
In Table 4, if every sΓ is calculated respectively and directly,
then some path may be calculated several times. For example, the
CA-Path and the N_TDτ i of τ2 will be calculated twice, because τ2
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Fig. 5. Result of aggregation.

Fig. 6. Results comparison of CATD and tunnels.

appears both in the second sΓ and third sΓ . It is bound to add
extra calculation burden.
In order to fix this weak point, the group of flows are unpacked
at first, after the calculation of each CA-Path and N_TD, recombine
these sΓ , and sum up their total N_TD. In this way, every traffic
will be calculated only once, which seems still fussy in calculation
for these calculations are ran in only one upstream node.
As in the description above of the CA-Path calculation, the
SPF calculation starts from same node (Nup ), and ends in the
destination node of that flow (D), which comes to a decision that
the CA-Path of flow with same D can be calculated aggregately.
For example, the destination points of τ1 , τ3 , τ5 are the node H,
so their CA-Path will all be calculated from node E to node H.
Deduction 3: For every flow in e(Nup , Ndown ), CA-Paths of flows
with same destination D (the shortest path from Nup to D) will be
the same, so the calculation of SPF for these flows can be merge
as one SPF. The result of aggregation is shown in Fig. 5.
The main advantage of aggregated calculation is that it can
effectively reduce the heavy burden of calculation for the trigger
node. Under the aggregated calculation, the SPF calculation can
be compressed in only one time to receive the path from Nup to

each node D, later calculation of N_TDτ i is less complex than SPF,
so the whole algorithm complexity is O(n2 ).
As the N_TDτ i of each traffic is known after aggregated calculation, with the mathematical model in Formula (8), the selection
can be more simple to solve in any device.
5. Performance evaluation
5.1. CA-Path optimization
In order to demonstrate the effect of the CA-Path calculation
and the optimization algorithm, we realize our own algorithm
and congestion avoidance mechanism of Tunnels [10], and these
two algorithms are deployed on four real typical network topologies: Abilene [24], CERNET [25], CERNET2[26], and GEANT [27].
We choose ten random samples in each topology, and provide the
upstream node and the downstream node of dangerous link and
the specific source node and destination node, whose transmission path covers the dangerous link. After the calculation of each
algorithm, we analyze the total hop of these two algorithms.
In Fig. 6, the bars of Tunnels are never lower than those of
CA-Path, which means the total hops of CA-Path will never be
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Fig. 7. The path deployment ratio of partial deployment.

more than the hops of Tunnels. It is clear that CA-Path uses less
hops to finish the transmission, and the optimization effects are
remarkable.
5.2. Deployment of the CATD
To reflect the partial deployment effect of CATD, we further
calculate the number of NDmodify in CA-Path after the optimized
calculation in the experiment of the last subsection. We select 20
pairs of terminal nodes randomly in the above four real topologies, and select a directed link on its original shortest path as a
dangerous link. Then CATD calculates the CA-Path for every pair
and the NDmodify on the path, and then we obtain the proportion
between them. We introduce the conception of Path Deployment
Ratio, the proportion of NDmodify in CA-Path, to verify the stability
of the CATD partial deployment under different topologies and
congestion scenarios.
In Fig. 7, cumulative distribution function (CDF) of the Path
Deployment Ratio on every topology is shown. From the CDF of
the Path Deployment Ratio, we can know the maximum Path
Deployment Ratio and the most frequent value for each topology.
It is obvious that the Path Deployment Ratio of CATD is steady in
different topologies and congestion scenarios. According to the
experiment, we can know that CATD only needs to deploy part
of the nodes on each CA-Path to complete congestion avoidance,
and the deployment ratio is relatively stable, which is from 0.13
to 0.5.
5.3. Two-dimensional deployment of CATD
According to the OSPF protocol, we set up a real experiment
network based on the BitEngine Router (X86 platform) designed
by Tsinghua University. The topology is shown in Fig. 8, and all
linkcosts equal to 1. The hardware parameter of router is: CPU,
Intel Pentium(R) G2030 3.0 GHz, dual-core; RAM, 4G; Network
Interface, 4 GigE ports. The maximum transmission ability of
these devices is no more than 600Mbps, and higher traffic will
lead to packet loss. The traffic is detected and analyzed by IXIA
OptIxia XM12 IP network tester. The detected dangerous link is
e(C , D), and the experiment parameter is: Nup = C, Ndown = D,

Fig. 8. Experiment topology.

Bthreshold1 = 550M, Bthreshold2 = 450M. In order to enhance the
effect, we set background traffic (Trafficb ) with size of 300Mbps
on link e(C , D), which is transmitted from host H3 to H4 passing
e(C , D), H3 and H4 are the visual hosts which are used to send
data.
During the experiment, the tester sends traffic through Port1−2 ,
and receives traffic from Port3−4 . Port1 continuously sends 80M
traffic (Traffic1 ), this traffic is received by Port3 , and the best path
is: A1 − B − C − D − E. In addition, Port2 sends traffic to the tester
with incremental bandwidth from 0M to 500M (Traffic2 ), this
traffic is received by Port4 , and the best path is A2 − B − C − D − E.
The experiment compares CATD with the existing single path
transmission (S-Path) which is based on OSPF protocol and has
no congestion avoidance action. After detecting and receiving
the bandwidth and the unidirectional transmission delay by IXIA
Tester, the transmission ability is shown in Fig. 9 (a) and (b).
In S-Path model, after Traffic2 reaches 170M, packet loss occurs
in this traffic, and the condition becomes severe as time goes
on. On the contrary, in CATD, Traffic1 and Traffic2 can always
be received normally. When the traffic reaches 550M in e(C , D),
Traffic2 switches to another path: A1 − B − F − G − H − K − E.
Slight packet loss is the result of path change.
As for the unidirectional transmission delay in Fig. 9 (c) and
(d), for Traffic1 in S-Path, the transmission delay increases evidently after congestion due to the influence of Traffic2 ; on the
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Fig. 9. Transmission performance in different models.

contrary, in CATD, the transmission delay remains unchanged
because of the implement of congestion avoidance. The general
trends of Traffic1 and Traffic2 are roughly similar. The difference
is that after congestion avoidance, the delay of Traffic2 is higher,
because its path is changed from 5 hops to 7 hops.
We also carry out a comparative experiment on the twodimensional forwarding performance and one-dimensional forwarding performance on a single device, and both forwarding
methods are able to forward messages of more than 600 bytes
at a speed of 980Mbps. The experiment shows that the performance of two-dimensional forwarding is basically equal to that
of one-dimensional forwarding.
The actual network that deploy CATD only needs to have
the following three elements: (1) support two-dimensional forwarding; (2) SDN service nodes monitor link bandwidth; (3)
routers support CA-Path calculation and notification. To verify the
deployment effects of CATD on large-scale network topologies,
we deploy single path transmission, the ECMP transmission and
the CATD on the Abilene and GEANT topologies respectively
based on devices which satisfy the above conditions. Single path
transmission (S-Path, OSPF) has no congestion avoidance function
and optimization, ECMP mechanism evenly distributes traffic into
multiple equal cost paths. In the experiment, we use 80% as the
dangerous threshold and the actual traffic matrix as the initial
data. We gradually increase the traffic matrix in proportion and
calculate the number of links in the network whose loads have
exceeded the congestion threshold.
It is not difficult to see from Fig. 10 that in the gradually
increasing flow matrix of CATD, the time when the dangerous
links appear is the latest, i.e., the capacity of carrying the flow
is the largest. And in the process of the flow matrix increasing

gradually, the dangerous links appear least. As can be seen from
the figures, when the traffic is becoming large, the dangerous
links under the ECMP mechanism are more than that under the SPath mechanism. This is because, while most links are dangerous
and a small number of links with small-occupancy are safe when
traffic increases. Neither the S-Path mechanism nor the CATD
mechanism will cause these small-occupancy links to be dangerous, but the equalization strategy of ECMP will cause these links
to be dangerous. The experimental results show that CATD can be
implemented on large-scale topologies and the implementation
effect is good.
5.4. Bandwidth utilization of CATD
To test the network bandwidth utilization in CATD, we select
the real topology Abilene with the traffic matrix from 15:00 to
23:00 a day and GEANT with the 1.5x amplified traffic matrix
from 15:00 to 23:00 a day, and two different dangerous thresholds (60% and 80%) are used to balance the traffic in the network
in single path transmission, ECMP and CATD. At each hour, the
bandwidth utilization of the highest loaded link in the entire
network is recorded. Under the same topology and traffic matrix,
the traffic carried by the three mechanisms are the same, but the
load balance methods of the three mechanisms are different, so
the maximum bandwidth occupancy of the link will be different.
Therefore, under the same environment, the lower the maximum
bandwidth utilization rate of the link is, the better the load balance effect is, and the whole network can also carry more traffic,
that is, the bandwidth utilization rate of the whole network is
high.
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Fig. 10. Implementation effect comparison.

Fig. 11. Maximum bandwidth utilization comparison.

In the experiment, we tested the bandwidth utilization of the
highest loaded link in the current network topology every hour
at a certain time point. The figures (a) and (b) in Fig. 11 represent
the maximum link bandwidth utilization in the Abilene topology
when the dangerous thresholds are 80% and 60% respectively, and
the figures (c) and (d) represent the maximum link bandwidth
utilization in the GEANT topology when the dangerous thresholds
are 80% and 60% respectively. We can see that, in any case, the
most heavily loaded links in the CATD protected network are
always the lowest. In figures (a) and (b), the result of S-Path is not
obviously different with ECMP, it is because the scale of Abilene
is small, which has only 12 nodes and 18 links, and the room
for ECMP optimization is not that big. In figures (a) and (b), the

effect of CATD is not obviously superior when the value of the
other two mechanisms reach the peak. This is because the scale
of Abilene topology is not large enough. By comparing with (c)
and (d) of GEANT topology which has 44 nodes and 71 links, we
conclude that CATD deployment has better effect on network performance and network bandwidth utilization of whole network
under larger network topology. Therefore, the bandwidth of the
whole network can be better used and allocated. This experiment
proves that CATD can improve the bandwidth utilization of the
whole network.
Results above prove that CATD can realize congestion avoidance, increasing the transmission capacity of network bandwidth.
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6. Conclusion
Multipath transmission is the main strategy to solve the congestion problem. This paper proposes Congestion Avoidance
transmission mechanism based on Two-Dimensional forwarding
(CATD), implements bypassing transmission for links which are
going to congest. CATD calculates and optimizes CA-Path, which
minimizes the influence on other nodes and reduces the storage
of two-dimensional forwarding entries. CA-Path is considered to
be superior compared with Tunnels in the transmission hop. The
deployment of two-dimensional forwarding minimizes bypassing
granularity, properly satisfies the demand of traffic reduction,
without influencing other flow which is not selected to bypass
the link. The experiment shows that the CATD achieves a better
performance than the conventional single-path transmission, resulting in less transmission delay at increasing bandwidth. CATD
is implemented for unexpected sudden traffic congestion in the
network, and long-term congestion must be resolved by bandwidth enhancement. Therefore, when the congestion is relieved,
the bypassing two-dimensional forwarding traffic should return
to the original forwarding path, that is, the two-dimensional
forwarding path should be revoked.
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